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Experimental techniques and setup
This chapter outlines the experimental techniques and instrumentation
employed to investigate molecular self-assembled structures on surfaces. The first
part describes the working principles of the laboratory characterization techniques
such as scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM) and spectroscopy (STS), low-energy
electron diffraction (LEED) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). The second
part describes synchrotron techniques such as the X-ray standing wave (XSW) and
near-edge X-ray absorption fine structure measurements (NEXAFS). The synchrotron
techniques were used to obtain complementary information on the adsorption
geometry of the investigated molecular architectures.
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2.1 Scanning tunnelling microscopy and spectroscopy
The invention of the scanning tunnelling microscope (STM) by Binnig and
Rohrer in 1981 [1,2] made the investigation of (semi-) conductive surfaces with
atomic resolution in real space possible. Over time, STM became a powerful tool to
obtain information not only on the topography but also on the local electronic
properties of the examined surfaces. It has turned into a unique tool to manipulate
nanometre size objects such as atoms and molecules on surfaces [3] as well as to
induce chemical reactions [4]. Nowadays, STM is utilized to investigate various
complex organic and inorganic low-dimensional nanostructures on surfaces aiming at
developing and implementing new functionalities into tailored nanostructures [5–7].
In this thesis, STM was employed to characterize various molecular structures formed
upon self-assembly. Moreover, the electronic properties of modified surfaces were
examined by means of scanning tunnelling spectroscopy (STS).
The working principle of STM [8,9] is based on the quantum mechanical
tunnelling effect, which states that there is a finite probability of electron tunnelling
through a potential barrier with the energy height above the kinetic energy of the
electrons. In STM, a sharp conductive tip is brought close to a (semi-) conductive
surface within a range of 1 nm by means of a piezoelectric driver (Figure 2.1). The
gap between the tip and the surface acts as the potential barrier. If a bias voltage is
applied between the tip and the sample, the electrons can tunnel through the barrier.
The resulting tunnelling current depends exponentially on the distance between the
tip and the surface. Typically, the applied bias voltage   is in the range of     ba  
and the tunnelling current is in the pico- to nanoampere range. As a rule of thumb,
Figure 2.1: Schematic illustration of the working principle of STM.
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when the tip-sample distance changes by 1 Å, the tunnelling current varies by one
order of magnitude. Small variations in the tip-sample distance cause distinct changes
in the tunnelling current. Hence, the information about the relative distance between
the tip and surface can be obtained by detecting the tunnelling current. The
exponential distance dependence of the tunnelling current is responsible for the high
spatial resolution. Typically, the lateral resolution stays in the range of ~ 1 Å, while
the vertical resolution is in the sub-Angstrom regime. The tunnelling current is used
as a control parameter to adjust the distance between the tip and the surface and to
acquire information on spatial features of the surface. The tunnelling current signal is
converted into a voltage signal by an I-V converter. The voltage signal inputs to the
distance control and scanning unit which is responsible for the positioning of the tip.
At the same time, the voltage signal is also transmitted to the data processing and
display hardware (Figure 2.2). In order to obtain an STM image of the sample surface,
the tip raster-scans the surface in a line by line manner by means of piezoelectric
drivers while the tip displacement and the tunnelling current are recorded. During the
scan, the feedback system adjusts the vertical position of the tip according to the
operational mode of the STM.
There are two operation modes of STM: the constant current mode and the
constant height mode. In the constant current mode, the feedback loop is switched on
Figure 2.2: STM operation modes: constant current (top) and constant height (bottom).
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and the distance between the tip and the sample is adjusted by means of piezoelectric
drivers in order to keep the tunnelling current constant. Variations of the voltages
applied to the piezoelectric drivers reflect displacements of the tip. By recording the
piezoelectric driver voltages with respect to the lateral tip positions while the surface
is rastered, a topography map of the sample is acquired. In the constant height mode,
the feedback loop is switched off and the voltage applied to the height piezoelectric
driver is kept constant. The tunnelling current varies during scanning of the sample
surface. By recording the tunnelling current with respect to the lateral tip positions, a
map of the tunnelling current is obtained. In the constant height mode, the scanning
speed is higher compared to the one in the constant current mode since the feedback
loop is deactivated. Thus, the current maps are acquired faster in the constant height
mode than the topography maps in the constant current mode. However, the constant
current mode is more frequently used to avoid crashing the tip against rough
protrusions such as surface defects, contaminations or surface step edges.
During the acquisition of STM data, the monitored tunnelling current depends
on the tip-sample distance, the applied bias voltage and the density of states (DOS) of




ρtip E   ρsample E-eV   T(d,V,E)dE  , (1)
where: I is the tunnelling current,
d is the distance between the tip and the sample,
V is the tunnelling bias voltage,
ρtip E is the DOS of the tip,
ρsample E is the DOS of the sample,
T(d,V,E)
is the probability of electrons tunnelling between the tip
and the sample.
The contrast observed in STM images relies on the detected tunnelling current while
the tunnelling current is a function of the DOS of the sample and the tip. Therefore, (1)
indicates that the contrast in the STM images represents a convolution of the
topographic and the electronic properties of the surface. The correlation between the
detected tunnelling current and the topographic properties of the surface originates
from the distance dependence of the T(d,V,E) term in (1), while the correlation
between the detected tunnelling current and the electronic properties of the surface
arises from the ρtip E and ρsample E-eV terms.
Scanning tunnelling spectroscopy (STS). The STM can also be used to study
the samples electronic properties in detail due to its sensitivity to the DOS. In
particular, the DOS of a desired place on the sample surface can be quantitatively





  ρs eV   T d,V,eV   LDOSa (2)
In (2), the derivative
dI d,V
dV
is proportional to the product of the DOS of the sample
ρs eV and the voltage dependent tunnelling probability T d,V,eV . The product is
defined as the local density of states (LDOS) of the sample. The dependence of dI/dV
on the bias voltage V gives the distribution of the LDOS of the sample as a function of
the energy. However, it is important to note that the LDOS is strongly affected by the
bias voltage, not only because of the bias dependence of the ρs eV term but also
because the tunnelling probability T d,V,eV varies with the applied bias voltage V.
For this reason, the DOS of the sample, which is of main interest, can be
misinterpreted. In order to have a better representation of the DOS, a normalization of
the dI/dV signal on I/V , namely
dI/dV
I/V
is generally used for the representation DOS of
the sample [12–17].
To acquire spectroscopic data, the STM tip is placed at a fixed distance above
the surface. The distance is regulated by setting the initial values of the tunnelling
current and the bias voltage. When the tip is at the desired position, the feedback is
switched off. Then, the bias voltage is swept in the range of interest (e.g. between -2 V
and 2 V) with a desired energy resolution (i.e. 0.01 V). During sweeping, the
dependence of the tunnelling current with respect to the applied bias voltage is
recorded. To obtain the LDOS, the I-V characteristic is differentiated numerically or
via lock-in detection and normalized by division by the ratio between the initial values
of the tunnelling current and the bias voltage.
In order to measure the LDOS with better precision, the lock-in detection
technique can be used. This technique is based on utilizing a small high-frequency
sinusoidal signal for modulating the bias voltage during sweeping. The modulation of
the bias voltage causes a sinusoidal response in the tunnelling current. The amplitude
of the modulated current correlates with the slope of the I-V curve. Figure 2.3 shows
the effect of the voltage modulation on the amplitude of the resulting tunnelling
current for different slopes of the I-V curve. In this technique, the lock-in amplifier is
used to detect the modulated component of the tunnelling current at the frequency of
the added AC voltage. It is achieved by filtering out the current signals with all other
frequencies. By averaging the modulated tunnelling signal over the period of the bias
voltage modulation, the error bar of measured values of the dI/dV signal is reduced.
The lock-in amplification technique can also be used to map the LDOS of a
surface area. The dI/dV signal is collected while the surface is scanned with a fixed DC
bias voltage. In this way, the lateral distribution of electronic states (corresponding to
the conductivity) at a particular energy level, defined by the value of DC bias voltage,
can be acquired. The mapping is performed in the constant current mode with a small
high-frequency modulation of the bias voltage. The scanning speed upon mapping is
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of the lock-in amplification technique. The I-V characteristic
during a bias voltage sweep (left) and the respective  i/ V signal (right). The modulated AC
component is added to the applied DC voltage. The amplitude of the modulated tunnelling current
is strongly affected by the slope of the I-V curve.
set lower compared to the one set for conventional STM imaging. The lower scanning
speed provides enough time for acquiring the dI/dV signal at each mapping point. The
topography image is recorded simultaneously with the LDOS map which gives insight
into the spatial distribution of the electronic states on the surface.
2.2 Low-energy electron diffraction
Low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) is a widely used technique in surface
science to determine the surface structure including the symmetry and the periodicity
of both clean crystal surfaces and adsorbate overlayers [18–20]. LEED is sensitive to
surface contaminations and surface roughness. Thus, it can be employed to define the
quality of the surface at each step of an experiment. In this thesis, LEED was used to
study long-range ordered molecular architectures on metal surfaces. The periodicity
as well as the network-lattice orientations of the molecular adsorbates relative to the
underlying substrate were identified.
The LEED technique is based on elastic backscattering of low-energy electrons
under UHV conditions. Electrons with kinetic energies in a range from 10 eV to 200 eV
produced by an electron gun are directed at normal incidence towards the sample
(Figure 2.4a). Due to their low inelastic mean free path in a solid material, the
electrons are backscattered by the uppermost atomic layers of the sample.
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Figure 2.4: a) Schematic illustration of the LEED optics with the microchannel plate. b)
Example of a LEED pattern: diffraction pattern of the Au(111) surface acquired with a beam
energy of 209 eV.
Consequently, all information obtained by LEED is related to the sample surface. After
backscattering, the electrons pass through a system of grids and hit a fluorescent
screen. Thereby, a pattern of bright LEED spots is obtained and can be recorded by a
photo camera. To ensure a field-free space around the sample, the grid G1 is
connected to the ground. Around 1% of all incident electrons are scattered elastically,
and only these electrons carry useful information and positively contribute to the
LEED diffraction pattern. In order to accelerate the elastically scattered electrons
toward the fluorescent screen, a high positive potential (+6 keV) is applied to the
screen. The other 99% of all incident electrons are scattered inelastically. They induce
background noise on the LEED pattern and are not useful. To decrease the
contributions of the inelastically scattered electrons, the retarding grids G2 and G3
with variable negative potentials are designed to reject these electrons. After the
electrons passed through the grids G2 and G3, they continue their movement towards
the fluorescent screen. The LEED setup depicted in Figure 2.4a has a flat screen which
is different compared to the conventional LEED with a spherical screen. The flat shape
of the screen in Figure 2.4a is dictated by the presence of a flat microchannel plate
which works as an electron multiplayer. In order to observe electrons with large
scattering angles on the screen, an additional electric field is created by the fringe field
corrector steering the trajectories of the electrons. The electron signal is enhanced by
the microchannel plate. This means that the incident flux of the electrons from the
electron gun can be reduced in order to have the same quality LEED pattern as
obtained with a conventional LEED. A lowered incident electron flux allows the study
of sensitive samples such as weakly bound adsorbate layers without inducing their
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damage. Finally, the electrons arrive at the fluorescent screen and create a diffraction
pattern which is recorded by an external photo camera (Figure 2.4b).
The diffraction pattern possesses information about atomic arrangements on
the surface. The information can be revealed by analysing the spatial distribution and
the intensities of the diffraction spots. According to dynamical theory of diffraction, a
diffraction pattern represents a projection of reciprocal space. Detailed investigation
of this reciprocal space allows obtaining information about the real space unit cell of a
crystal surface or adsorbed overlayers [18–20]. If long-range periodicity is present,
such as the periodicity of atoms in crystal lattices or the periodicity of molecules in
well-ordered molecular structures on the sample surface, the LEED pattern will show
a spatial distribution of the diffraction spots (Figure 2.4b).
2.3 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is a largely non-invasive spectroscopy
technique to characterize a surface under UHV conditions. It provides qualitative and
quantitative information on the chemical composition of the surface as well as on the
chemical state of the atoms which form the surface. As a result, interactions that occur
at the surface can be resolved. In this thesis, XPS was used to investigate various
molecular structures on metal surfaces. Different chemical species present in the
structures are resolved and assigned to molecular moieties involved in non-covalent
interactions.
This technique [19,20] is based on the photoemission process which is
schematically depicted in Figure 2.5a. The sample is irradiated with X-rays in an
ultra-high vacuum environment. Within this process, direct transfer of energy from
the photon to a core-level electron occurs. If the energy of the photon is larger than
the sum of the energy needed to bind the core-level electron to the nuclei    and the
work function   of the sample, the photoelectron will escape into vacuum. According
to the law of energy conservation, the relation between the binding energy of the
electron in its initial state and the kinetic energy of the photoelectron in vacuum can
be expressed as follows:
                   , (3)
where:    is the binding energy of the electron,
   is the energy of the incoming photon, the photon energy,
     is the kinetic energy of the photoelectron,
   is the work function of the sample.
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Figure 2.5: a) Schematic diagram of the photoemission process. b) Schematic illustration
of the experimental setup for XPS measurements. The photon transfers its energy to the core-level
electron to release the electron into vacuum. Afterwards, the photoelectron is collected by an
analyser.
By measuring the number of emitted photoelectrons (i.e. the photoemission
intensity) as a function of their kinetic energy, XPS spectra of the sample can be
recorded.
The experimental setup for performing XPS measurements consists of an X-ray
source, the sample and the electron analyser (Figure 2.5b). The most common way to
produce the X-rays is by impinging high–energy (~ 10 keV) electrons onto a metallic
target. Typically, aluminium and magnesium targets are used in a laboratory. These
targets then generate X-rays with the energy of 1486.6 eV (Al Kα emission line) and
1253.6 eV (Mg Kα emission line), respectively. Another way to have X-rays is to use a
synchrotron radiation light source. In this case, the X-rays are generated as a side
product when bending an electron beam with a magnetic field. The synchrotron
represents a tuneable source of highly monochromatized X-rays with a high intensity.
Such a source has a significantly better brilliance and energy resolution compared to
laboratory sources.
One of the most commonly used electron analysers is a hemispherical electron
analyser (Figure 2.5b). It consists of electrostatic lenses, concentric hemispheres and
a detector. The lenses are designed to collect and retard the photoelectrons. Only the
photoelectrons with kinetic energy higher than the retarding energy of the lenses can
enter the slit between two hemispheres. A high negative and a high positive potential
are applied to the outer and inner hemispheres, respectively. An electrostatic field
between the hemispheres is established to allow only electrons of a given energy (the
so-called pass energy) to arrive at the detector. Only these photoelectrons with their
kinetic energy equal to the pass energy of the analyser pass through the hemispheres
and hit the detector. The photoelectrons with kinetic energies higher or lower than
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the pass energy collide with the outer or the inner hemisphere, respectively. The
detector records a current which is proportional to the number of detected
photoelectrons. By varying the retardation energy of the lenses and simultaneously
recording the photoelectron current, the XPS spectra of the desired energy regions are
obtained.
2.4 X-ray standing wave technique
The X-ray standing wave technique (XSW) is a reliable method to determine the
vertical distance between molecular adsorbates and the uppermost atomic layer of
the underling substrate with accuracy higher than a tenth of an Ångstrøm. This
technique is element specific, thus the actual heights of adsorbate atoms on a surface
can be accurately determined. It gives complementary information on the structural
conformations of the adsorbate on a surface. In this thesis, the adsorption heights of
the porphyrin derivative on Ag(111) were studied by the XSW technique (Chapter 6).
The XSW technique is well-established and its detailed description can be found in Ref.
[21–24]. The basic principle is summarized in Figure 2.6.
A crystalline sample with distinct lattice spacing, such as a single crystal, is
irradiated with the X-ray photon beam. When the wavelength of the incoming beam
fulfils Bragg’s condition, the reflected and the incident X-rays form a standing wave
which is characterised by an electric field named the standing wave field (SWF)
(yellow background in Figure 2.6a). The field is present within and outside the
Figure 2.6: a) Schematic illustration of the XSW technique. b) Reflectivity and phase
difference between incident and reflective waves as a function of the photon energy. c) The
intensity profiles of the SWF as a function of the photon energy for different vertical positions with
respect to the crystal lattice.
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sample. In the case of adsorbates on a crystal surface, the adsorbate species are also
exposed to the field. Importantly, the intensity of the standing wave field periodically
varies along the direction perpendicular to the Bragg planes (graph in Figure 2.6a). At
the nodes of the standing wave, the intensity of the SWF is a minimum, while at the
antinodes, the intensity is a maximum. The positions of the nodes and antinodes can
be changed by adjusting the phase difference between the incident and the reflected
waves (Figure 2.6b). The phase difference is changed either by fine-tuning the photon
energy around the Bragg energy in the range of a few electronvolts or by varying the
incident angle in a range significantly smaller than 0.5⁰ [25]. Hence, the nodes and
antinodes of the created standing wave will move with respect to the crystal planes
(the up down yellow arrows in Figure 2.6a indicate two opposite directions of the
movement of the nodes and the antinodes). Consequently, the adsorbate located at a
certain height h (Figure 2.6a) will experience different intensities of the SWF. The
intensity of the SWF is indirectly obtained by, for example, measuring the
photoelectrons emitted by the adsorbate while the sample is irradiated with X-rays. In
other words, XPS spectra are collected by illuminating the sample with photons with
energies around the Bragg energy. The intensity of the XPS spectra depends on the
intensity of the SWF at the vertical position of the adsorbate (Figure 2.6c). Thereby,
the vertical position of the adsorbate can be determined by analysing the acquired
XPS spectra. Moreover, the chemical sensitivity of XPS allows determining the vertical
positions of the different chemical species within the adsorbate. By knowing the
positions of the adsorbate atoms of different chemical natures, an insight into the
structural conformation of the adsorbate can be obtained.
In our experiments, the incident angle of the X-rays was close to 90⁰ with
respect to the Bragg planes of the crystal. Consequently, this measurement geometry
is called normal incidence XSW (NIXSW) [26]. In order to vary the intensity of the SWF,
the phase difference between the incident and the reflected waves is adjusted by
changing the photon energy of the X-rays. Since the photon energies need to be varied,
the experiments have to be carried out at a synchrotron light source.
The dynamic theory of X-ray diffraction [21] is employed to determine the
height of the adsorbate on the surface. According to this theory, the intensity of the
standing wave field at the specific height   as a function of the photon energy   is
expressed as follows:








b   b  
  
  




where: i     ,  is the SWF intensity normalized to the intensity of the incident
beam (Figure 2.6c),
   is the electrical field vector of the incoming wave,
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   is the electrical field vector of the Bragg-reflected wave,
    is the phase difference between the incident and the reflected
 
 
waves. The phase difference relates to    and    as: 
               r   Figure 2.6b),
is the height of the adsorbate (Figures 2.6a and c),
is the distance between the Bragg planes of the crystal 
(Figure 2.6a).
Equation (4) can be expressed via reflectivity. The reflectivity of the X-rays is
defined as the ratio between the incident and the reflected photon intensities. Thereby,










where:     is the reflectivity (Figure 2.6b),
i  is the intensity of the incoming beam,
i  is the intensity of the Bragg-reflected beam.
By substituting (5) into (4), the following equation is obtained:




The XPS signal collected in NIXSW experiments, denoted as photoelectron yield,
represents total intensity i     ,   which includes intensities of the SWF at the
vertical positions of all adsorbate atoms:
i t        i
      ,    , (7)
where: i t    is the photoelectron yield,
i      ,   Is the intensity of the SWF at the vertical position   .
In order to take into account that the adsorbate atoms of the same chemical 
species can have different distances to the surface, the fitting parameters: coherent 
position t  and coherent fraction    are used to describe the distribution of the 
examined atoms in the direction perpendicular to the Bragg planes. The 
coherent position represents the average vertical position of the atoms, while the 
coherent fraction indicates the structural order. The coherent fraction        is 
assigned when the adsorbate atoms of the same chemical species remain at the same 
distance to the respective Bragg plane, in an ideal order. A lower coherent 
fraction indicates increased disorder, when the adsorbate atoms do not remain at 
the same distance to the respective Bragg plane. The coherent position t  and the 
coherent fraction    are implemented in (7) as follows:
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i t                b              cos      r b t  , (8)




        r     ,





Equation (8) which is based on the dipolar approximation [27] shows that the 
photoelectron yield is proportional to the intensity of the SWF. Firstly, this 
approximation is valid as long as the wavelength of the incident X-rays is significantly 
larger than the atomic distances. That is not the case for our experiments, since the 
wavelength of 4.3 Å of the X-rays used is comparable with the distance of 2.89 Å of the 
Ag substrate. Secondly, by considering the close to normal incidence, the atoms have 
different cross sections for the incident and the reflected photons. This results in a 
different photoemission yield for the incident and the reflected photons. Consequently, 
the photoemission yield is not directly proportional to the total X-ray absorption and 
the deviations from the dipolar approximation have to be taken into account. They are 
implemented by using non-dipolar corrections which modify equation (8) [28,29] as 
follows:
i t                     b               i   cos     r b t    Ψ , (9)
where:   ,  i, Ψ are the non-dipolar correction parameters,  i    i    
r Ψ.
Equation (8) is sufficient to describe the main processes occurring during NIXSW
measurements and to deduce the adsorption heights of the different chemical species
which compose the adsorbed molecules.
2.5 Near-edge X-ray absorption fine structure measurements
Near-Edge X-ray Absorption Fine Structure (NEXAFS) measurements represent
an experimental tool to investigate electronic and also structural properties of
molecular species by probing their unoccupied states [30]. For organic molecules
adsorbed on surfaces, the tilt angle of the molecules as well as their moieties can be
determined with respect to the underling surface thanks to the polarization-
dependent nature of the absorption process. Intramolecular bond lengths can be
estimated by analysing the energy position of the unoccupied molecular orbitals with
* character [30–33]. In this thesis, NEXAFS measurements were used to gain insight
into the electronic structure and the adsorption geometry of pyridyl terminated
triarylamine molecules in different structural phases on a Au(111) surface (Chapter 3).
The working principle of NEXAFS is shown in Figure 2.7. It is based on a two-
step process. In the first step, X-rays with a photon energy near the absorption edge of
the probed atom, excite the core-shell electrons into unoccupied molecular orbitals.
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Figure 2.7: Illustration of the NEXAFS principle. (Left) Excitation of the core electron to an
unoccupied molecular orbital characterized by the final state. (Middle) The recombination process
of the core hole via emitting an Auger electron. (Right) The amount of the collected Auger
electrons as a function of the excitation photon energy represents the absorption spectrum of the
sample.
During these electronic transitions, the core holes are created (Figure 2.7, left). In the
second step, the recombination of the core holes takes place. This process can be
realized via two recombination channels: a radiative process (emittance of
fluorescence) or the emission of an Auger electron. Each recombination channel is
proportional to the absorption process. It should be noted that for light elements
(Z<35), such as organic elements, the emission of Auger electrons is the dominating
process [30]. The recombination channel with the emission of Auger electron is
depicted in Figure 2.7, middle. By collecting the Auger electrons with an electron
detector upon sweeping the photon energy across the adsorption edge of the probed
chemical element, a spectrum of the unoccupied states can be obtained (Figure 2.7,
right). During the sweeping of the photon energy, secondary electrons are generated
from the photoelectron inelastic scattering inside the sample. The secondary electrons
are also collected by the detector and mainly contribute to the background intensity in
NEXAFS spectra but carrying negligible information about the unoccupied molecular
orbitals. The selection of a specific photon energy range allows probing different
absorption edges, which makes NEXAFS an element specific technique. In order to
increase the signal-to-noise ratio, a retarding grid kept at a negative potential can be
placed in front of the outgoing electrons. The negative potential mainly eliminates the
secondary electrons, lowering the background and probing mainly Auger electrons. By
choosing the retarding voltage, contributions from the secondary and Auger electrons
with low kinetic energies are removed from the absorption spectra. Hence, only the
part of the secondary and Auger electrons with the kinetic energies larger than the
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retarding potential are measured resulting in a better signal-to-noise ratio in NEXAFS
spectra. For the studies in this thesis, this method of so-called partial electron yield
(PEY) was employed.
The absorption intensity strictly depends on the projection of the polarization
vector E (Figure 2.8) onto the final state orbitals involved in the electronic transition.
It can be derived from Fermi’s golden rule [30] as follows:
i             b   cosb  , (10)
where: i is the absorption intensity,
  is the electric field vector of the incident light,
  is the unoccupied final state of the electronic transition,
  is the initial core-shell state of the electronic transition,
  is the momentum operator which represents the direction of the
final state orbital,
  is the angle between the electric field vector   and the final state
orbital.
The shape of the unoccupied final state orbital is predefined by the dipole selection
rule [30]. In the case of the 1s electron excitation, as in our case, the final state must
have the symmetry of a p orbital. The polarization dependence of the absorption
process leads to an angular dependence of the intensity in the NEXAFS spectra. The
absorption process is the most effective when the overlap between the electric field
vector   and the final state orbital is the biggest. By probing different atoms of the
molecule with linearly polarized X-rays under different angles (between the light
vector   and the surface), the tilt angles of the unoccupied molecular orbitals can be
Figure 2.8: Recording NEXAFS spectra with two different light polarizations: a) p-
polarization, the electric field vector E of the incident light oscillates perpendicularly to the surface
and b) s-polarization, the electric field vector E of the incident light oscillates parallel to the
surface. The p-like final state orbitals of the examined molecule are depicted as red dumbbells
oriented perpendicularly to the surface. The absorption process of the p-polarized light is more
effective than the one of the s-polarized light, due to the larger overlap between the electric field
vector E and the p-like final state orbitals.
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determined. The measurement with p-polarized and s-polarized light is sufficient to
determine the tilt angle. For p-polarized light, the electric field vector E oscillates
perpendicularly to the surface (Figure 2.8a), while for s-polarized light, the electric
field vector E oscillates parallel to the surface (Figure 2.8b). In our experiments, the
orientation of the oscillating electric field vector E with respect to the surface was set
by rotating the sample around the axis parallel to the linearly polarized X-ray beam.
The spatial orientation of the unoccupied molecular orbitals correlates with the
orientation of the molecule and its moieties. By deducing the spatial orientation of the
orbitals from the NEXAFS data, the tilt angles of the molecules and its moieties can be
determined [30].
To define the spatial orientation of the final state orbitals, the shape of the final
state orbitals as well as the symmetry of the underlying substrate has to be taken into
account [30]. The final state orbitals can be represented by a vector or by a plane
depending on the number of examined atoms, type of bonds between them and their
relative positions. For the aromatic moieties such as benzene (C6H6) or pyridine
(C5H5N) adsorbed on a substrate with three-fold symmetry such as Au(111),the p-like
final state orbitals of the electronic transitions for the nitrogen and carbon atoms can
be represented by vectors perpendicular to the plane of the corresponding aromatic
structure. In this case, as in our case, the resonance intensity is defined for light with
p-polarization:
i    cos
b     cosb    
 
b
  sinb     sinb   , (11)




  sinb   , (12)
where: i  is the resonance intensity upon absorption of p-polarized light,
i  is the resonance intensity upon absorption of s-polarized light,
  is the polar angle of the electric field vector E with respect to the
surface normal, which is also the X-rays incidence angle, with
respect to the surface, Figure 2.9,
  is the tilt angle of the p-like final state orbital represented by the
vector p in Figure 2.9.
By dividing (11) by (12), the tilt angle   can be derived as follows:
      arcsin
b   cosb  
    t   cosb   r  






Figure 2.9: Illustration of the angles in equations (10) and (11). The vector p represents
the p-like final state orbital while the vector E represents the electric field of the incident X-rays.
The resonance intensities i  and i  are obtained by measuring the Auger
electrons emitted by the molecule while the sample is exposed to either the p- or the
s-polarized X-rays. By substituting the ratio R and the photon incident angle   known
from the description of experimental set up into (13), the tilt angle   can be found.
2.6 Experimental setup
All studies in this thesis were performed under ultrahigh vacuum conditions to
avoid sample contamination. In the home laboratory, the experiments were carried
out in an UHV system with a base pressure of 2×10-10 mbar (Figure 2.10). The system
consists of a chamber for preparation and a chamber for characterization. To maintain
UHV conditions, several different pumps are used: rotary vane and turbomolecular
pumps are employed to pump down the whole system; the ion and titanium
sublimation pumps in each chamber are used to maintain the base pressure. In order
to monitor the pressure, individual hot ion gauges are mounted in both the
preparation and the characterization chambers. In case of gas leakages from the
atmosphere or from the connected gas lines, the mass spectrometer placed in the
preparation chamber is used to locate the position of the leakages. The samples and
the STM tips can be transferred into the vacuum system through a load-lock which has
its own independent pumping system. Further transfers through the UHV system are
done by means of a manipulator and wobble sticks.
The first step in the sample preparation process is to clean the substrate by
subsequent cycles of sputtering and annealing. A sputter gun is mounted in the
preparation chamber. It accelerates Ar+ ions towards the substrate surface. The
collision of the Ar+ ions with the surface results in the removal of atoms from the
uppermost atomic layers of the sample. This leads to a clean but rough surface. In
order to make the surface smooth and remove defects, annealing is done via resistive
or electron heating of the sample. The temperature of the specimen is monitored by a
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Figure 2.10: Photo of the UHV system at the home laboratory.
thermocouple which is located in close proximity to the sample holder. The second
step is to deposit molecules or metals on the substrate. The molecular deposition is
done by means of a Knudsen cell evaporator. The organic molecules are placed in a
quartz crucible which is warmed up by resistive heating inside the evaporator. When
the sublimation temperature is reached, the organic molecules start to evaporate from
the crucible. The current and the voltage applied to the Knudsen cell can be adjusted
in order to control the crucible temperature. The deposition rate of the molecules is
monitored by a quartz crystal microbalance (QMB) and the deposition time is
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controlled by opening and closing the shutter located above the crucible. To prevent
heating of the adjacent cells during evaporation, the evaporator is designed with
water-cooling. The deposition of metals is performed by an e-beam evaporator. The
working principle of this evaporator is based on heating the metal of interest by
impinging high-energy electrons. The molecules as well as the metals can be deposited
onto a cold or warm sample because the sample stage can be cooled down with liquid
nitrogen or heated up via resistive heating.
To analyse the sample, LEED measurements can be done in the preparation
chamber. STM and STS are performed with a commercial low temperature STM
(Scienta Omicron GmbH) in the analysis chamber. In order to reduce molecular
motion on the sample surface for acquiring images with better spatial resolution or
getting better energy resolution in STS, the STM and the STS measurements can be
performed either at liquid nitrogen (77 K) or helium (5 K) temperatures. The STM is
equipped with two (internal and external) cryostats and can be cooled down using the
liquid nitrogen or helium. The STM tips are prepared by simultaneously cutting and
pulling a Pt/Ir wire. The software WSxM was used to process the STM data [34] while
LEED patterns were simulated by LEEDpat 4.1 software [35].
The XPS, NEXAFS, and NIXSW data in this thesis were obtained during allocated
beamtimes at synchrotron facilities. The XPS and NEXAFS spectra were recorded at
the ALOISA beamline of the Elettra synchrotron in Trieste, Italy, while the NIXSW data
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